USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10002.04

CO_Bryant says:
The uss Artemis answering a distress call from a Romulan ship in the Kanibdis system suddenly has massive system failures due to the sabotage of one of her own.  As we join the valiant crew they are fighting to get their ship mission capable once again unaware that it was sabotage that got them that way in the first place, but still knowing enough to blame the Romulans that left them stranded.


Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Start Artemis 10002.04>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><

FCO_Joe says:
@::trying to fix the power reroutes::

CMO_Parker says:
:: in sickbay treating injuries ::

CO_Bryant says:
SO: how much resolution are you getting on the Sensors?

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
::at OPS just relieved Beta Watch officer::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Exits TL, arrives on bridge::

SO_Donova says:
CO: I'm checking now sir

CTO_Gore says:
::walks onto the bridge and starts working at tactical::

CO_Bryant says:
CTO: have you found anyway to make a weapon effective against the cloud if it is necessary?

TO_Smith says:
::joins bridge::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
::finishes to reroute additional power to the subspace COMM system::

EO_Thompson says:
*damage control teams *start working on all systems

CTO_Gore says:
CO: Other then the rust torpedoes, no sir.

CO_Bryant says:
OPS: Could you please see if you can get that thing working? :::Points to the viewscreen::::

FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Computer, run diagnostic of all shuttle systems

EO_Thompson says:
::goes up to bridge::

TO_Smith says:
CTO: what if we sent a Proximity Torpedo?

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Attempting to reroute it now plus everything else...::sighs::

Host AGMSergio says:
<Compter> FCO : Targeting sensors offline, all other systems ready

CO_Bryant says:
OPS: Just take it one thing at a time Ensign.

CTO_Gore says:
TO: What did you have in mind?

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
Violet: Status on communications?

FCO_Joe says:
@::gets to work on the targeting sensors::

CO_Bryant says:
*EO* How long till we have propulsion back?

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> OPS : Not working Tom..

TO_Smith says:
CTO: Launch a torpedo and have it explode at the center of the cloud

SO_Donova says:
CO: Sensors are fuzzy sir. I'm reading 7 big bulges attached to the Artemis

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
::trying to figure out what the problem is...::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Since the Artemis does not have external communications yet online, No one hears the FCO

CTO_Gore says:
TO: Targeting systems are still offline, besides the cloud has moved off to a safe distance...

CO_Bryant says:
SO: Bulges?  Try to get a little more specific please?

FCO_Joe says:
@::notices about 7 bulges on the hull of the ship::

SO_Donova says:
CO: I'm trying to insolate now sir

CO_Bryant says:
ALL: Does anyone here know Morse Code?

TO_Smith says:
TO: Want me to start working on the targeting sensors?

TO_Smith says:
CO: No,Sir


EO_Thompson says:
::goes down to ME::

CTO_Gore says:
TO: Yes, and get EO_Thompson help you out as well, I want weapons back online as soon as possible

TO_Smith says:
CTO: Yes, Sir

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
Violet: Check power to the emitter array.

FCO_Joe says:
@::tries to open a COMM to the ship:: COM: Artemis: This is Lieutenant Teasley, I detected 7 bulges along your hull

CTO_Gore says:
::starts sifting through internal sensor logs::

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> OPS : Emitter Array offline.. Power routers 5-a through 8 B are destroyed..

TO_Smith says:
EO: Sir, Why are the targeting sensors offline?

EO_Thompson says:
*to* come down here and lets try the weapons and get them working

TO_Smith says:
*EO* Yes, Sir

CO_Bryant says:
OPS: is the main shuttle bay still open?

SO_Donova says:
::tries to fine tune sensor reading::

TO_Smith says:
::joins the EO in repairs::

FCO_Joe says:
@::Notices the rust moving towards each bulge::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Shuttle Bay doors are open...only the regular containment field is up.

EO_Thompson says:
to: ok let's fix the weapons come with me hope you aren't afraid of small spaces

FCO_Joe says:
@::tries to tractor beam rust away from the bulges::

CO_Bryant says:
OPS: Very well let me know the minute that the shuttles are back aboard.

EO_Thompson says:
::climbs in to the crawl passages with the to following::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : FCO's attempts are not met with success.. At closer range, he is able to distinguish what those bulges are...

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
*ENG*: I need a team to repair power relays 5 through 8...it's a priority!

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Big, Powerful Magnets..

TO_Smith says:
*EO* what is the problem and how can I help?

CNS_Sodak says:
::returns to his office, hoping to boost morale of various crew members that come to him::

FCO_Joe says:
@::thinks on how to stop the rust::

EO_Thompson says:
*damage control teams*: come help the to and I will do the power relays with team 1,2,3,and 4

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Damage control teams turn their priority onto the power relays.

FCO_Joe says:
@::thinks about how to turn his shuttle into a stronger magnet than the bulges::

EO_Thompson says:
::leaves me and runs to the power relays access tunnel::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : the shuttle is getting pulled onto the closest magnet.. FCO is having difficulty to fly it::

CTO_Gore says:
::Steps out from behind tactical, PADD in hand:: CO: Captain, permission to go to the "scene of the crime" and do some investigating?

FCO_Joe says:
@::has trouble flying the shuttle::

SO_Donova says:
::adjusts sensors to scan a smaller area just around the bulges::

FCO_Joe says:
@::put all power into the impulse engines::

FCO_Joe says:
@::expect life support::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
Violet: Keep me posted on those power levels on relays 5 through 8...and...can you assess the composition of any unknown material on the hull?

Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> FCO : Warning.. Hull stress levels reaching maximum

CTO_Gore says:
CO: Captain?

CNS_Sodak says:
::Prevents an ensign from having a panic attack::

FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Cut power to the engines

Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> FCO : Acknowledged

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The shuttle is pulled to the nearest magnet, until it attaches to it with a big CLANG

CO_Bryant says:
CTO: yes?

EO_Thompson says:
::flips open the relay control panel:: *damage control teams* come to the power relays now forget about the weapons for now this is a priority I will do weapons later

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> OPS : I can't say Tom.. Sensors are not working at peak efficiency..

FCO_Joe says:
@::gets thrown by the impact::

EO_Thompson says:
*Co* this will take some time

CTO_Gore says:
CO: I'd like to go down to the site of the explosion, and do some investigating.

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
*EO*: ETA on those repairs?

FCO_Joe says:
@::Gets up::

EO_Thompson says:
*ops*10 mins

CO_Bryant says:
*EO* How long?

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> CO : Sir.. Would you like to know the general status of the ship?

EO_Thompson says:
*co*10 mins

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
Violet: Scan the entire ship for any unknown materials....

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> OPS : I told you I can't Tom...

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
::sighs at Violet::

FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Take all power systems off-line

EO_Thompson says:
damage control teams; stay here ok

Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> FCO : Acknowledged..  Warning Life support will now betaken Offline..

EO_Thompson says:
::runs back to the TO in me::

CTO_Gore says:
::shrugs and gets in the turbo::

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> OPS : Tom.. Power relays are now in function.

FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Keep life support on minimal power

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
*EO*: Looks like whatever you did worked.. excellent job!

CTO_Gore says:
TL: Deck 4

Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> FCO  Acknowledged..

EO_Thompson says:
*ops* thank you

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : SO is able to bring up minimal sensor readings..

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
::works to reinitialize communications array...short range first::

CTO_Gore says:
::Steps out onto deck 4, and arrives at the location of the explosion, a plasma conduit::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
COM: FCO: Mr. Teasley...do you read?

EO_Thompson says:
TO: climb in the access tunnel and helps with repairs

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> Short range Communications re-established..

TO_Smith says:
EO: Yes, Sir

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
Violet: I could kiss you Violet...

SO_Donova says:
CO: sensors are reading the bulges to be magnets the rust is being drawn to them

TO_Smith says:
::climbs into access tunnel and starts on repairs::

CTO_Gore says:
::looks at the charcoal black walls left that way from the explosion, gets out a tricorder and starts scanning the area::

CTO_Gore says:
::Scans for any residual transporter signatures::

FCO_Joe says:
@::gets an idea:: Computer, bring the deflector on-line, maximum amperage

CO_Bryant says:
*EO*  I need to change the settings on the main deflector to polarize the hull, we need to get rid of some magnets.

CO_Bryant says:
OPS, TO: someone find a way to get a piece of one of those magnets aboard, I want a really good reason to take that Romulan ship apart when I catch it.

EO_Thompson says:
*CTO* 30 mins till weapons are on line

TO_Smith says:
Co: Maybe we can use transporters?

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Aye, aye Captain.

CTO_Gore says:
*EO* Acknowledged

Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> Working... Ready... Warning.. Systems malfunction... ::sparks fizzle on the FCO's shuttle console

CO_Bryant says:
TO: Good idea, the secondary cargo transporters might be unaffected, I just need a good sample to hopefully determine the origin.

EO_Thompson says:
*co* can't power not sufficient yet for that

FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Shut down the deflector

CO_Bryant says:
*EO* shut something down then, We need to get the magnets off the hull.

Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> Acknowledged...

CTO_Gore says:
::Adjusts his tricorder, looking for an energy signature, no matter how faint::

EO_Thompson says:
*co* can't shut down anything sir

CMO_Parker says:
*MO*: Get down to sickbay, i need help.

MO_Anya says:
::looks up from her work::  *CMO*:  I am on my way sir.

CTO_Gore says:
Hmm...::Shuts his tricorder, staring at the 3 meter hole not finding anything with his scans::

CO_Bryant says:
*EO* Very well, let me know as soon as you have enough power.

EO_Thompson says:
*co* ok

TO_Smith says:
*EO* If we use emergency power we might just have enough power to use the transporters?

MO_Anya says:
::swiftly enters sickbay and looks around.  Seeing the doctor heads over to him::

FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Set phasers as low as they will go without going offline and fire on the ship's hull

CTO_Gore says:
Computer: are there any unaccounted for lifesigns on the Artemis prior to the explosion?

MO_Anya says:
CMO:  What would you like me to do?

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> CTO : Who'd you have in mind?

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
::keeps working with ME do re able long range COMM...:: CO: Short range communications are back online.. Sir.

CMO_Parker says:
MO: There was an explosion one deck down, you and these three people ::points to crewmen:: need to go and find any survivors

CTO_Gore says:
::Hears the unfamiliar voice:: Violet: umm...are there any extra lifesigns on the Artemis prior to the explosion?

EO_Thompson says:
TO: we can't. Critical systems still working on that

MO_Anya says:
CMO:  Aye sir ::turns to the three, taking a kit from Blanca. Nodding starts to head out::

MO_Anya says:
CMO: any other information.

CNS_Sodak says:
::Gives a sedative to a hyperactive ensign::

CMO_Parker says:
MO: You may need environmental suits.

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> CTO : Yes.. 20 lifesigns are now not being picked up by sensors.. As far as I can determine with the sensors as they are.

TO_Smith says:
::Keeps thinking trying to figure out how to get the power for transporters::

MO_Anya says:
::looks at him with a sigh::  CMO:  Yes sir.

MO_Anya says:
::quickly gets into an EVA suit, directing the others to do so as well::

CTO_Gore says:
Violet: Can you narrow that list down for me, accounting for those killed by the explosion and find if anyone has just suddenly gone missing?

CO_Bryant says:
:::Looks around and sees the TO looking kind of lost:::: TO: YOU!  Go get on a space suit and get those things off my hull, and someone tell me where the shuttles are please?

FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: What is still working on the shuttle?

CMO_Parker says:
MO: I will come down once I finish here, this person needs a CPK enzymatic therapy

Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> FCO : Communications, Life support, weapons, etc, etc (except Propulsion and targeting system)

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: I have COMM to the shuttle... onscreen if you like..

TO_Smith says:
CO: Yes, Sir

MO_Anya says:
::nods at the CMO, leading her team out::

CMO_Parker says:
MO: Good luck ::continues fixing broken spine::

CO_Bryant says:
OPS: Very well, which shuttle?

TO_Smith says:
:: Leaves and gets on a space suit ready to begin on his new assignment::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Mr. Teasley's shuttle Sir.

CO_Bryant says:
*FCO* Report, where are you and where's the XO's shuttle?

CTO_Gore says:
Violet: Can you narrow that list down for me, accounting for those killed by the explosion and find if anyone has just suddenly gone missing?

EO_Thompson says:
::still is working on weapons::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
::links SCI1 to OPS::

CO_Bryant says:
*FCO* I need you to use the three shuttles to get the magnets off the hull if you can.

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> CTO : Well... I think so.. There's a.. Lt.. Shimara missing.. Yes.. I think I'm not picking him up on any of my sensors..

FCO_Joe says:
@*CO*COMM: My ships been magnetized against yours, I don't know about the XO's

FCO_Joe says:
*CO*: Sir, I hate to tell you this but one shuttle has been destroyed

CO_Bryant says:
*COMM* FCO: Ok, just how bad off is your shuttle?  Can you break away from the hull at all?

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: SRS revealing the XO's shuttle to port....drifting ...

MO_Anya says:
::climbing over the various debris, searching for anyone missed::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Phaser banks come online, 40% power... Torpedo tubes still offline

TO_Smith says:
::arrives and start getting it off the ship and saves some to bring it for analysis::

CTO_Gore says:
Violet: what species is, Lt. Shimara?

Host AGMSergio says:
<injured> ::moans::

CO_Bryant says:
OPS: any life signs aboard?

MO_Anya says:
::pointing to various directions, she instructs her team to separate to cover more area quicker::

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> CTO... Well...  can't really tell... My records are somewhat.. fuzzy..

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Affirmative Captain...

FCO_Joe says:
*CO*: I've been trying to break away. I was just about to check the book to see what rules I haven't broken yet

CTO_Gore says:
Voilet: Fuzzy? You mean altered or lost?

MO_Anya says:
::hearing a moan, heads in the general direction::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Trying to hail it....no response yet.

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> Bridge : Uhmm.. if it isn't much to ask.. Could you get someone to fix the transverse coupling on Deck 3.. I'm having difficulty keeping online..

EO_Thompson says:
*damage control teams*1,2,3,4,5,6 work on phasers 7,8,9,10,11,12 lets work on torpedoes

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
COM: XO: Respond please...are you alright?

MO_Anya says:
::jumps back as fine dust rains down on her.  Clearing she sees someone under a beam::

CO_Bryant says:
*COMM* FCO: Don't worry about the rules, just get free.  You certainly cant do any good stuck to the hull and I would rather not have you in close proximity if the TO has to blow those things off the hull.

Host AGMSergio says:
<Injured> ::with a low voice:: Help..

EO_Thompson says:
::runs to the torpedo tubes access panel and starts to work::

MO_Anya says:
*CMO*: I have found someone alive.  I am heading over to him now... well, trying to that is.

FCO_Joe says:
@::gulps::

XO_Senn says:
@::moves from the back of the shuttle and to the cockpit::

CMO_Parker says:
*MO*: Acknowledged.

FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Commander, are you there?

CTO_Gore says:
::Walks down the corridor far enough from the explosion to a working console:: Violet: Load up a picture of Lt. Shimara to this console.

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Maybe if we discharge an EMP field across our hull we could set them free..?

XO_Senn says:
@COM: OPS, CO: We had a rough ride... my pilot is injured and we're attached to the hull at this time.

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> CTO : Sure honey.... ::after a while:: There..

CO_Bryant says:
OPS: How do we generate the field though?

CMO_Parker says:
Computer: Activate the Emergency Medical Hologram

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> CMO : Sorry Doc.. No power for him yet..

TO_Smith says:
*CO* Sir I got a pretty big chunk of the magnet want me to bring it in?

TO_Smith says:
::wait for orders::

CMO_Parker says:
Violet: OK, how long? I need someone to take care of sickbay for a while

MO_Anya says:
::slowly picks her way through the debris, holding her breath::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: We can use the emitter's array...might blow up COMM for a short while but we would eliminate those "things".

CO_Bryant says:
*TO* Affirmative get off the hull.

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> : CMO : No idea.. Why don't you ask the repair teams?

EO_Thompson says:
*cto*1 hour till torpedoes online

TO_Smith says:
*CO*Yes, sir

CMO_Parker says:
Violet: Never mind

XO_Senn says:
@COM: OPS: I'm trying to release a magnetic charge... in order to allow the shuttle to be released from the magnet. ::rubs her temples... and looks back to check that her pilot is safely tucked::

TO_Smith says:
:: Starts walking back inside with a smile on his face::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
COM: XO: Hold on for a minute...the CO has not approved it yet....unless you seem sure to proceed on your own..

FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: What's the status of the SIF?

CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: Is the XO injured?

XO_Senn says:
@COM: OPS: I am trying to coordinate this through you ::smiles tiredly:: I am not sure this procedure will work, and I'd appreciate your insight.

MO_Anya says:
::hearing a rumbling, looks up in time to see a beam come crashing down.  Lifting her arm to protect her head, she tries to get out of the way::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Can I proceed with EMP discharge?

Host CO_Bryant says:
OPS: Warn the XO and FCO and wait till the TO is back aboard

EO_Thompson says:
*CMO* the EMH won't be back up for a while we just are working at critical systems now

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Understood.

CMO_Parker says:
*EO*: Understood

CTO_Gore says:
::Looks at the picture, sighs, coming to yet another dead end::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
COM: XO/FCO: Stand by.

FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Commander, do you read me?

XO_Senn says:
@COM: OPS: Acknowledged.

Host CO_Bryant says:
*CTO* Lt. Commander gore to the bridge

TO_Smith says:
*CO* Sir, I am in the ship and I am beginning my scans on the magnets

XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: I do Joe... I take it you're in the same situation as I am? ::not feeling particularly bright::

CTO_Gore says:
::suddenly comes back from his thoughts:: *CO* Aye sir

MO_Anya says:
::coughing, looks up to see that one of the beams is being held just above her by a thread::

CMO_Parker says:
*MO*: How many people are down there?

CTO_Gore says:
::Walks down to the turbo and gets in:: TL: Deck 1

FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Can I ask a stupid question?

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
::prepares to discharge an EMP field through the emitters..::

MO_Anya says:
*CMO*:  well, there was one, I think you are going to have to add me.  It is not stable here ::coughs::

XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: I have free time... go ahead.

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: On your command Sir...EMP field is ready.

TO_Smith says:
*EO* I need u to assist me in the scans of the magnet can u come to the science lab?

Host CO_Bryant says:
OPS: hold on just a minute Ensign, we're going to give the CTO something to shoot when they detach.

CMO_Parker says:
*MO*: Can you make it back??? Do I need to send someone?

CTO_Gore says:
::steps out onto the bridge:: CO: Lt. Cmdr. Gore reporting as ordered sir.

XO_Senn says:
@::drums fingers over the console::

EO_Thompson says:
*damage control team 1* come and start repairs on the EMH

MO_Anya says:
::looks up at the beam and sighs::  *CMO*:  I am afraid to move...

FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: When this is all over, would you care to have dinner with me?

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: You got it Sir...  CTO: Let me know when you are in position.

Host AGMSergio says:
<injured> ::groans::

Host CO_Bryant says:
CTO: there are a bunch of magnets on the hull that are about to jump off, I want you to turn them to plasma with the phasers one they are clear of the hull and be careful there are two of them with shuttles attached.

CTO_Gore says:
CO: I take it I shouldn't shoot the ones with shuttles on them? ::Grins::

CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: Captain, can you send a few people down here, I need to help the MO!

MO_Anya says:
::hearing the injured, instincts take over and she begins to slowly crawl over to the injured crewmember::

XO_Senn says:
@::stares at her fingers in disbelief:: COM: FCO: I... ::stammers:: err... if we make it out of here... ::raises an eyebrow slowly:: I suppose we could.

Host CO_Bryant says:
*CMO* I'll send you what I can.

Host CO_Bryant says:
CTO: good idea Nathan :::smiles::::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
::waits for the Captain's order to set off EMP field::

FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Great

CTO_Gore says:
::Mans tactical:: ALL: Powering up phasers 

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
Violet: Monitor the power levels to the emitters.

CMO_Parker says:
:: injects a hypospray into the patient to keep him stable, then leaves for the EVA suit locker::

XO_Senn says:
@::nods at herself, wondering if the cloud actually had any after effects in her crew:: COM: FCO: In the meantime, do you have any clue as to what the ship's crew is about to do?

EO_Thompson says:
*TO* I can come but only if the so can't come

Host CO_Bryant says:
OPS: start the pulse

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
COM: XO/FCO: Sit tight guys.. here goes everything..!!

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
::initiates EMP pulse::

CTO_Gore says:
::ready to pounce, hand over the targeting sensors::

FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Well.. ::pauses:: hold on

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Pulse initiated.

CMO_Parker says:
:: enters deck :: MO: Where are you?

TO_Smith says:
*SO* Can you assist me in the scanning of the magnet?

XO_Senn says:
@::wonders what everything is and gets ready to fly the shuttle at a good distance from the Artemis if they are released from the magnets::

MO_Anya says:
::stops as more dust debris begins to rain down on here and mumbles::  I prefer my rain wet and on a planet thank you kindly....

CMO_Parker says:
*MO*: Who are you talking to?

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
Violet: Status on EMP attempt?

MO_Anya says:
*CMO*:  Good question... ummm ::waves the dust from her view::  I think... I am about 50 meters from the entrance.

FCO_Joe says:
@::gets ready on the pilot controls::

Host CO_Bryant says:
OPS: Status?

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Reading Sir...

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CTO: Any targets?

CMO_Parker says:
:: Scans the area, and notices an enormous beam above the MO :: *MO* Don't worry, I am coming. Don't try to hit it

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The shuttles and the magnets are released...

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : But sparks start flying off most of the consoles..

CNS_Sodak says:
::Feels like he's been through five wars::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CTO: There.. points at screen...to the right..!!

CTO_Gore says:
::Checks the targeting sensors:: OPS: Picking up multiple targets now... ::starts targeting one::

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> Bridge : I... Don't feel so good...

XO_Senn says:
@::sets course to a safe distance where she believes the magnet will have no effect, and adds a couple of kilometers to be safe::

CMO_Parker says:
:: moves carefully to the MO ::

FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Are you loose?

MO_Anya says:
CMO:  hit it?  I would rather it not hit me...

EO_Thompson says:
*SO* you coming to the science lab or do I have to go

FCO_Joe says:
@::steers away from the ship::

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
Violet: Hang on...switch to backups.

CTO_Gore says:
::Checks, seeing no shuttles attached to the magnet, and fires phasers on it::

XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: I am... take your distance from the Artemis, Joe.

CMO_Parker says:
MO: Just don't bump it, it is going to fall any second.

TO_Smith says:
*SO* Please respond

Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> : I Am.. trying..

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : All power goes down on the ship, once more..

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: It worked...but it took a load to systems again.

SO_Donova says:
*EO*:I should be able to go. what for?

XO_Senn says:
@COM: Artemis: Both shuttles are loose...

CTO_Gore says:
::locks onto another target, suddenly his console goes dead:: What the?

Host CO_Bryant says:
COMM: XO: get back aboard

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: COMM is out.

FCO_Joe says:
@::heads for the shuttle bay::

TO_Smith says:
::keeps waiting for an answer from the SO::

Host CO_Bryant says:
ALL: Ok who forgot to pay the electric bill again :::looking frustrated:::::

MO_Anya says:
::continues to slowly move from under the beam::

CMO_Parker says:
:: moves MO from underneath, very slowly ::

Host CO_Bryant says:
*EO* What happened?

XO_Senn says:
@::frowns, nobody is answering? Starts scanning the Artemis::

TO_Smith says:
::smiles::

EO_Thompson says:
Ens: run to the bridge and tell him I don't know

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
::works feverishly to re able systems...transfers part of life-support power to emergency backups::

SO_Donova says:
*TO* yes what is it

CMO_Parker says:
MO: Are you okay?

CTO_Gore says:
::Looks around the bridge, everything very dark::

MO_Anya says:
::puts head in hands as the lights vanish::  CMO:  for the moment sir.

Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Looks at his commbadge and thinks about taking it off and stomping on it::::

Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Emergency lights go on, again..

FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: O'com let's go

XO_Senn says:
@::rolls eyes:: COM: FCO: The Artemis is in big trouble... no power at all again. I request a second opinion about the feasibility of sending a message asking for help...

CMO_Parker says:
MO: okay, we'll get this patient to sickbay. can you help?

OPS_Ens_Tom_Hewitt says:
All: We'll make it..

MO_Anya says:
CMO:  I think I can make it to our patient... but I don't think it would be wise for you to come this way.. maybe you could go around?

FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Does anything work around here?

TO_Smith says:
*SO* I need u to help scanning the magnet i brought back from the hull Can u come?

CMO_Parker says:
MO: understood

Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10002.04>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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